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Summary 
 
Session conducted at Lincoln University February 1990 for the German Historical Institute.  
(39:01) 
 
The recording begins in the middle of a conversation between researcher Gabrielle Simon 
Edgcomb and unidentified people at Lincoln University, in Pennsylvania. A woman is remarking 
on European refugee scholar Walter Fales’s love for children; the rapid growth in numbers of 
students at Lincoln in the postwar years, with the GI Bill; the gradual inclusion of women in the 
student body. After a break in the tape, Edgcomb is heard describing to an unidentified 
audience at Lincoln the origins of her research project on refugee scholars at Black colleges and 
universities. She mentions the example of economist Otto Nathan, a pacifist and close friend of 
Albert Einstein who taught at Howard University in Washington, D.C., as the spark for exploring 
“this encounter between two such very diverse groups of people, both of whom had a history 
of persecution and oppression on racial grounds”; and the 1980 Smithsonian Institution 
symposium “The Muses Flee Hitler,” which led Edgcomb to discuss the refugee scholars with 
Smithsonian staff member Carla Borden, who secured a small grant to pursue the subject with 
Edgcomb. They eventually identified 51 refugee scholars in 19 colleges, mostly in the South. 
After difficulties securing additional funding, by chance Edgcomb found the German Historical 
Institute and was able to continue the research under institute auspices. Edgcomb describes 
her own experience as a Jewish child in Nazi schools, immigrating to New York, and her reaction 
to the racism in the United States; her intent to “try to make people confront their history”; the 
methodology for identifying and locating the refugee scholars and difficulties in accessing 
information at colleges including Dillard in New Orleans and Xavier. The refugees she identified 
at Lincoln were Walter Fales, Simon Green (Grünzweig), and Josef Furth. Edgcomb goes on to 
describe differences among the colleges, from Howard to Talladega, “a totally self-contained 
community,” which is later compared to Lincoln through her discussion with the audience. Isaac 
Mapp, Lincoln class of 1949, briefly mentions he had Dr. Fales as a professor of logic; another 
audience member describes the Philosophy Club on campus; another the social activities 
arranged by Ruth Fales and Dottie Jones for the students. The remainder of the discussion 
focuses on race relations in the area, particularly between Lincoln and nearby Oxford; Ku Klux 
Klan activity in the region; cross burnings; segregation at movie houses; eventual integration of 
churches and elementary schools; an incident in which a couple walking their dog on campus 
was passed by a car with “white kids” who threw a cherry bomb at them; and signs of progress 
in relations between the town and the university. 
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